Case Study

P A R T N E R S

Transaction Advisory
Client Profile

Background

London headquartered

The credit manager wanted to bid on a portfolio of non-performing loans backed by
commercial real estate in Italy. The client was already through to Phase 1 bid and
was looking for a detailed due diligence and underwriting support for the binding
Phase 2 bid with a tight timeline.

multi-billion dollar private
investment firm with a niche
focus on CRE

Oxane’s Approach

Transaction Snapshot
Size - €3.6 billion
Jurisdiction - Italy
Asset Type – Non-performing loans
portfolio backed by
Commercial Real Estate

Oxane’s team assisted the client’s deal team in the competitive auction processes,
providing support in analyzing key issues likely to influence their bid and helping them
underwrite the portfolio and arrive at a fair valuation. The team comprised of a
Financial Analyst and a Vice President well versed with the complicated judicial and
extra judicial processes in Italy.
The team initially worked off-shore from India and moved to London for the final few
days of the bid deadline to attend the roll-up sessions.

Oxane supported the client under the following areas :
Data Tape Analysis
Created a cleaned up data-tape by extracting meaningful information from multiple
sources such as VDR, DD reports etc.

About Oxane Partners
Oxane Partners provides
bespoke solutions to alternative
investment firms throughout their
investment lifecycle. Since inception,
Oxane has supported more than 40
financial institutions of all sizes
including hedge funds, private equity
funds, asset managers and investment
banks across all major asset classes
and jurisdictions.

Performed a thorough quality review for data completeness, accuracy and
consistency

VDR Review
Reviewing VDR documents to identify modelling, DD inputs and conversion into
easy to use Excel, Word formats
Analyzed legal due diligence reports to identify cross defaults, cross collateralizations, property-loan mapping etc.

Cash flow Modelling
Priced the portfolio based on a comprehensive cash flow model with inputs based
on detailed due-diligence and sensitivity analysis with base/upside/downside
scenarios

Due-diligence Support
To talk about our expertise and
solutions offering, please reach us at:
info@oxanepartners.com

Comprehensive due-diligence support including reviewing facility documents, legal
documents and historic cash flow from the portfolio

Borrower One Pagers & Credit Memo
Created comprehensive borrower summaries and one-pagers to help in the
due-diligence process and inputs for the credit memo including stratifications,
sensitivity runs etc.
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